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Biography of M. W. Moore

Novelist M.W. Moore, an NCAA track-and-field champion who captured the conscience of readers
with two installments of his extraordinary fact-based autobiography about a fallen star, rises again
with the release of his newest novel, An About Face, which describes his transition beyond a life of
villainy and imprisonment.
An indulgence into crime was an aberration for Moore, who grew up in a respectable middle-class
Baptist family. As a former crack-cocaine user, sexual addict and model, he tells through his writings
how his life was challenged behind bars and how his college education became inconsequential as a
felon living alongside criminals of various backgrounds.
While his first book, For What I Hate I Do, explored the conflict in Moore’s life, the sequel, Internal
Chaos, starts the redemptive journey toward conquest. But he discovers that prison can be
life-threatening as he seeks his identity, confronts temptations and witnesses pandemonium.
Moore speaks eloquently and courageously about the dark side of addictions and its consequences,
including his HIV status. Despite the risk of being ridiculed, rejected and vilified, Moore stands firm to
his purpose: Tell all to help all. And he does so by removing the veil that often hides our deepest
secrets.
The last installment of the Moore’s trilogy, An About Face, explores the final years of incarceration
and, ultimately, freedom. In March 2005, he is paroled and finds employment at an Internet design
firm in less than a month. He later attempts a relationship with Jasmine, leaving behind wounded
ex-lover and confidante Lazlo that causes embers to fly. Notwithstanding financial success, he
relearns the brutality of the free world when jealous colleagues Carlton and Eva hurl sexual
innuendos and threaten him with blackmail, thus jeopardizing his attempt at love. Despite
obstacles, Miguel is determined to live proudly and make an about-face.
Besides being a successful writer, he is a manager in the oil and
gas industry.
Moore, who attended West Texas State University and Mississippi
State University, where he studied electrical engineering, is the
third of five children. He is a native of Houston, Texas, where he
still resides.
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